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From the Desk of Pam Castle 

To: Executive Director Date: January 12,2007 
Kentucky Public Service Commission 

From: Pam Castle 

Subject: Case #2007-00011 

I gave you three names of people to contact IF you could not answer my 
questions since I thought they probably could assist you. You have a copy 
of the e-mail that I sent to them WITH the e-mail addresses showing. The 
cc’s got the e-mail with the names blacked out. I do not think they W Q U I ~  
appreciate being bombarded by numerous e-mails that could happen if 1 had 
exposed their addresses. Dr. Jones did respond to say that he had not kept 
up in the field and could not give me current information. Dr. Radin sent a 
“read)’ response. If1 remember correctly I was told YEARS ago that Dr. 
Radin had done something with brainwaves being used with computers 
years prior to my being told that. When Duke was getting ready to do some 
research in that area, I tried to connect Dr. Brodie, President Emeritus of 
Duke with Dr. Radin so they could prevent wasting time reinventing the 
wheel that Dr. Radin had already done. Dr. Sarfatti did not respond by e- 
mail or “read response”. He and I had some interactions in the past. I had 
been told previously that he did not “suffer fools” so if he agrees to work 
with you to explain t b g s ,  watch out. I know that he could not do that 
which I had been told that a physicist in Australia was doing. I don’t think 
he liked it when I told him someone was doing that which he had told me 
was impossible. 

1 did think of a couple of other avenues that you may have in order to find 
the answers to some of my questions. Contact the Methodist Church 
hierarchy in Lexington. (Mr. Whitaker, you are there. Perhaps you would 
be the best person to ask them.) When this information about cell phones 
and cell phone towers was new to me, I faxed AI Gwinn when 1 saw that 
they were going to put a cell phone tower on top of the big Methodist 
Church there and suggested that based on that which I had learned, the 
people working there every day could be expected to have more health 
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issues than the norm and that once this information came out, the attendance 
in the church would drop. I suspect Al checked with &is local experts and 
was assured there was no problem. UK and Kentucky State had chosen 
NOT to learn in this field previously when given the opportunities to do so 
and therefore would not have had the knowledge to address his questions if 
he chose to ask them. 

I: do NOT know how the “fix” would have been applied to the power lines or 
the towers or the cell phones, but I DO know that work was done in a 
building in the West with a device that reportedly changes the chaotic to 
coherent fiequency. People had been sick there more than the expected 
norm. The company requested that the devices be placed in the building to 
see if they made a measurable difference. It was agreed 
OVERWHELMINGLY that major changes had occurred. HOWEVER, the 
devices were removed because the company could not risk the cost of 
admitting that the employees bad been affected by the “sick b~ilding’~ 
because of litigation issues. ‘she company that resided in that building DID 
move to another though. I had suggested amnesty for those who have been 
harming people with our advancements that cause harm. Their intention was 
not to harm the people being exposed to the advancements. Our science 
knowledge was just too far behind OR not allowed to surface so that the 
impact of new developments on people could be weighed in to the equations. 
IL have suggested that the people who should be addressed with criminal 
charges of some sort rather than malpractice charges are those who 
knowingly blocked the knowledge Erom getting out not those who 
innocently developed or use new technology that may be CONTRIBUTING, 
but probably not the total cause of the conditions for which they can now be 
accused.. 

I am also aware of a study done with the changing of fiequencies in the 
woods and the affect it had on the animals. I found it to be very interesting, 

1 Book forward to your answers. 

Pam Castle 

Cc’s Same ones plus the scientists and Methodist Church 


